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narrators in the nineteenth century as ‘open’ or ‘empty’ country
(Dia!kwain, LL64: 5102), its towns and settlements during the time of the

|xam were Brandvlei, Katkop, Vanwyksvlei and Kenhardt. Its rivers included the Sak
and the Hartbeest, and its hills and mountains the Brinkkop, the Kareeberg and the
Strandberg. Many of the |xam people’s ‘places’ were found here in what they called
‘|xam-ka !au’, and its vast reaches were where they lived and hunted.
Bushmanland is veld dominated by sparse vegetation, rocks and sand as far as

the eye can see, a monotonous vista broken only by the occasional hill or tree,
the ground punctuated by a few shallow rivers and pools. In this thorny, stony
landscape exist buck, zebra, anteaters, predators including wild dogs and hyenas,
insects, reptiles, rodents, birds, snakes and tortoises – animals of every description
– all of which appear throughout the |xam narratives as both ‘people’ and food.
Vegetation found there includes a wide range of succulents, grasses, bushes,
fragrant flowering plants such as buchu, fruit and thorn trees, wild melons,
berries, wild onions, and roots and tubers, most of which were eaten or used as
medicines, charms, poisons or hunting preparations by the |xam. Other
inhabitants of the Bushmanland veld at the time of the |xam interviews were the
growing numbers of ‘different people’ moving into the sparsely populated and
relentlessly dry northern Cape territories: commandos, Korana and Khoekhoe
pastoralists, mixed race ‘Bastaards’, Dutch farmers or ‘trekboers’, traders, and
roving gangs of desperadoes driven by hunger and opportunism into this often
violent and thirsty landscape.
But the hunting ground was not merely a place where the common life of the
|xam – which could imply simply the pursuit of food animals and the gathering
of ‘veldkos’ (plant food) – played out. Instead it was a frontier and theatre where
a constant and mythic struggle for existence was enacted by extraordinary and
often supernatural characters and which the |xam narrators portrayed as a place
of lamenting, creating, killing and becoming. It is easy to imagine the landscape
of the hunting ground merely in terms of brush, beast and shrub, but a more
fitting portrayal would be the one which the |xam described by way of words and
pictures to Bleek and Lloyd: a place where ‘reality’ or temporal certainty, what one
would regard as ‘real’ time and ‘real’ interactions of nature and common life, was
constantly being interrupted by beings and powers from another dimension and
history. The early times constantly emerged into the daily lives of the |xam and
it seems that they experienced these incursions of time and space not just as
hallucinations or linked with the activities of people, living and dead, such as
healers and rainmakers or game sorcerers, but in the daily lives of all the people.1
The |xam were at all times aware of the forces of death and creation, the past
and the future, as well as characters like the wind in a bird’s form or a lion with
its tail draped over its head, and the narrators matter-of-factly described things as
peculiar and diverse as lion-hair on sorcerers and the appearance of the rain. The
notion of another dimension is a common one in studies of the metaphysical,

(DIA!KWAIN, LL58: 4618)
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from shamanism to spiritualism,2 and many San researchers equate the

perception of this alternative reality – described by the |xam in terms of ‘!gi’ or
what Bleek and Lloyd translated as ‘magic power’ – with what is experienced by
the San shamans in a trance state. Although activities and altered states of
consciousness associated with healers and the dead were a significant part of |xam
life, it seems clear from their testimonies that the narrators themselves, who were
not practitioners of magic, had experiences and memories of things that they
described as ‘different’ and inhabited a world totally alive with supernatural
energy: from dead ancestors, ‘sorcerers’ and animal people, and members of the
Early Race, to the landscape itself – a place of unforgiving climate, fearsome
creatures and dangerous people.
The landscape in the narratives was one where the sun burnt out in the open
and where the darkness was broken only by the shining of the moon and the
stars; where people were carried off by whirlwinds or ‘seized’ by spirits, and where
the male rain ‘fought’ people in the form of hail or lightning or poisonous snakes.
Young men hunted in the mist with zebra stripes painted on their backs in red
haematite. The dead walked paths towards a great hole, lions displayed the people
they had caught in trees, porcupine were hunted in the light of the moon,
baboons danced and spoke using human voices, and bewitched3 game led people
to their deaths. On the hunting ground appearances were often deceiving and
animals and people could change shape to trap and to spy. Sorcerers transformed
themselves into animals to go about by night. Apparitions appeared signalling
the coming of dangerous animals, often preceded by nothing more than a
looming shadow in the dusk. The wind blew up dust and the sun was ‘killing’ –
the drought seemingly endless. Mirages appeared in order to confuse, and signs
had to be left in the dirt to show wanderers and returning people the way home.
Life was a slow trek from food source to food source, often according to season
and rainfall. The sky overhead was inhabited by singing stars, a stabbing sun, a
wounded moon and an angry rain. Everything in this vast and lonely landscape
had a name which the |xam knew to call, and to avoid. Death seemed to await
every person who was not vigilant and well educated.
But despite living in what one might regard as a terrible and frightening place,
the |xam maintained a respectful and beneficial relationship with the veld. While
it appears that they were finally cornered in what seems, to the modern observer,
to be an unviable and desolate area by advancing pastoralists and settlers seeking
grazing and by waves of other displaced people on all sides, in fact this part of the
country rather suited the |xam, a ‘highly specialised society’ (Penn 2005: 90). For
centuries they had managed to sustain themselves by fully understanding, and
exploiting, what was ‘to them a bountiful environment’ (Penn 1991: 26)4 – one
they were prepared to defend fiercely, often at terrible cost to themselves and
their families. According to Bleek and Lloyd’s narrators, the |xam had existed in
this land since their ‘early times’, a world where |kaggen had named all the places.
Their land, the hunting ground, was also a place of home, leisure and family life
with songs, dancing, eating tasty things, visiting, and sitting around fires or in the
shade. It was where beehives and waterholes were owned and passed down
through the generations; where smoking was enjoyed by all; where a sneeze
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meant people were speaking your name; and where stories drifted along on the
wind from family to family.
In their country the ‘First Bushmen’, those of the Early Race, had learned, most
often through their foolishness, the creation and actions of all things. The |xam
continued these laws, originally laid down by the Anteater in the form of a curse,
through a complex system of observances and avoidances, naming and asking,
sharing and laying carefully down, right up to the close of the nineteenth century.
Where many other researchers tend to put forward the rock art of the San as the
primary expression of their spiritual life, the daily activities of the |xam on the
hunting ground described in the Lloyd and Bleek notebooks also demonstrate a
world dominated by belief, ritual and the outright magical. In this world the
elements, the veld and the actions of people and animals on the hunting ground
were described by the |xam as the ‘doings’ of the hunting ground. These ‘doings’
included the activities of the game and the beasts of prey since the time of the First
Bushmen – hunting methods and observances, and customs and rituals relating to
the common life of the |xam and the finding of food in the veld – in a common life
that accepted the potency of all living things and saw magic all around, even in the
smoking of a feather over the fire or the shooting of an arrow.
As a landscape and as theatre, the hunting ground can be envisaged as a stage
constantly traversed by characters and enactments or ‘plays’ of ritual and history –
incantations, rock chippings, songs, dances
both ceremonial and recreational, observances,
food-sharing and bone-arranging, magic rites,
games, doctorings, body decorations and
paintings, seclusions, tales of the Early Race
around the fire and cautionary tales featuring
the animals of the night and the frightening
things seen in the water and among the reeds.
These enactments of ‘kukummi’ (a word for all
forms of narrative), ceremony, history and life
were the content or substance of what occurred
in the theatre landscape. Perhaps even more
evocative, for the |xam as well as for the readers
of their narratives, are the stage effects of the
hunting ground described and imagined – its characters, its flora and wildlife, and
its very appearance: the canopy of its skies, the endless stretch of its horizon, the
shapes, the smells and the sounds pressing up against the people inhabiting its great
emptiness.
In the hunting ground the notion of theatre encompasses that of battleground,
domain, veld, realm, sphere, space, country, ground and territory – all dimensions
of |xam history and experience. Words related to performance also seem
appropriate: acting, transforming, entertaining, teaching, seeming, portraying,
assuming other forms, feigning, impersonating – these are all roles played by both
human and animal, and a large number of |xam performances on the hunting
ground involve the mimicking of animals and their habits.5 There is little
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distinction in |xam belief between the activities of everyday contemporary life and
that of earlier times, when animals were people and possessed their ‘thinking
strings’. In addition, the celestial bodies, the elements and the topographic features
of the veld – the winds, the thunder and lightning, the watersprings – all dominate
the narratives with their often capricious personalities, making nature and the
landscape all the more extraordinary. Real and pretend, history and myth, dreaming
and wakefulness cannot be easily separated in the hunting ground. The very
landscape personifies the history of the |xam: the trees are the youths of the Early
Race changed in a thunderstorm, the reeds at the waterspring were once the arrows
of the people of the Early Race, the baboons chattering on the rocks are recalling
their songs of the ‘gebbi gu’.6 Apart from the theatre of |xam life and ritual enacted
in the arena provided by the surrounding landscape, the encounters of the |xam
with the strangers and interlopers making inroads into their country also
constituted performances, very like those Greg Dening describes as occurring in the
encounters – the voyages, meetings, barterings and enslavings – between ‘the
European Stranger and Tahitian Native’ (Dening 1996: 136), and in fact in any
encounter in colonial history.
Like all theatre, enactments on the hunting ground included a range of dramatic
forms or conventions, from melodrama to farce, tragedy to pantomime, morality
play to epic. The characters in the narratives – more often than not animals and
people of the Early Race – assumed the roles, from the hero to bit-part player.7 These
enactments, whether ritual or entertainment, were usually performed in front of
audiences and against the ‘proscenium arch’ created by nature and landscape, in
scenes enhanced by its hues, elements and states of atmosphere. Landscape has
been described as a ‘site for dynamism, action and becoming, a site of allegory and
territory’ (Mitchell 1994: 1). In their landscape the |xam had once been changed
from springbok to human: they possessed its places and knew its animals with a
familiarity born from having once shared their forms.
But the |xam performances of their histories were not bound by the time and
space of the hunting ground or restricted to it as stage. Using natural history
exhibits, photographs, copies of rock paintings, children’s picture books and an
assortment of homemade artefacts as ‘props’ and dramatic aids, the |xam
contributors enacted their stories for Bleek and Lloyd – and for the rest of their
family as well, one imagines, given that for a decade after Bleek’s death, Lucy Lloyd
and the Bleek women and children lived in Charlton House with a variety of San
and other informants. In this way the |xam, and later the !kun boys, brought the
performances of their history and their hunting ground with them into the very
strange environment of Mowbray, to be taken down by Bleek and Lloyd as their act
of making history: to be reopened, read and reused over a century later as living,
transformed and truly interactive texts.
Like the experience of theatre, the act of reading the narratives enables us to
imagine and experience the rise and fall of the curtains, the fading in and out of
soundtrack, scene and focus of acts, moments and stories drawn from the history
and thought-world of the |xam and their countryside. Although people and
characters from different times and ‘races’ inhabit the same space and time, in the
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|xam narratives of life on the hunting ground they are most often
described in terms of times of the day, weather, movements of the
sun, moon and stars, and qualities one could best describe as
magical enchantment. For both protagonist and the reader, the
veld is a place of extremes, from drought and burning sunlight to
freezing cold, black night, and pelting rain, bolts of lightning,
thunder, hail and floods of water. Each moment of the day has its
particular hazards and teachings, as well as its own routines,
ceremonies, avoidances and types of hunting and animal
interactions. In every narrative, the particularity present in the
most banal description of common life is heightened by its
landscape context. As we read the |xam notebooks from cover to
cover, beginning with Bleek and ending with Lloyd, scenes like
(Dia!kwain, Iziko_SAMLB_D_Un010)

this slowly emerge from the page:
The sun rises to a fresh sharp morning. The day is the best time
to be out on the hunting ground but not at noon, when the sun’s
rays are like a darkness that resembles night and ‘mist’ (han!kass’o,
LL97: 7965). Most of the searching for veldkos – ‘women’s
hunting’ – and the pursuit of game take place during these hours,
but the |xam keep an eye on the setting sun, on where they have
left markers to show direction in case they should stray or become
separated, and on the trickery of animals bewitched by ‘sorcerers’
(!giten) intent on doing harm. A malevolent lion-‘!gixa’ might
cause a leak in a waterbag, make the rain fall, make a man sleepy,
or hasten the setting of the sun to catch the person away from the
protection of his camp and home.
The day is so precarious that even the most seemingly innocent
activity might cause harm to befall one. A haze called ‘!ho’ brings

(Dia!kwain, Iziko_SAMLB_D_Un008)

confusion and sickness. It is a kind of mirage or a ‘state of atmosphere’ associated with the early morning and its doings. Ignoring
the warnings associated with the morning might result in a stick
‘seeking’ to hit one while out on the hunting ground, a stone
returning to kill its thrower, and other misfortunes. Dia!kwain’s
brother Ko-boken stands up at dawn despite warnings against
doing so from his father, and a little whirlwind or !ho pushes him
over. Ko-boken staggers, overcome, and has to lie down on the
ground.
While women dig for ‘!haken’ (ants’ eggs), gambro and other
staples, carry water in ostrich eggshells held in nets, and remove
eggs from ostrich nests, it is the spectacle of the springbok hunt
that seizes the imagination. The whole family participates in the
game drive, although men are the hunters and trackers, and the
primary performers in the associated rituals and observances.
Springbok hunting follows rain, and the weapons and feather

(Dia!kwain, Iziko_SAMLB_D_Un009)
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brushes are smoked, handled and treated with care. Incantations

are spoken – the moon and stars are asked for generosity, the north wind is
addressed, and the game-‘!giten’ are asked for assistance so that wounded animals
will lie down and die when shot, and wounds will be good, forming a clot of blood
(|han!kass’o, LL89: 7258v). The |xam need help from the skies and from the dead
because pursuing such large herds is difficult,
and the springbok ‘resemble the water of the sea’
and the stars in the Milky Way, there are so
many (|han!kass’o, LL89: 7226v). Springbok are
magic animals so spiritually and physically close
to the |xam that the hunters can feel the
movements of the animals sympathetically as
beatings and tappings beneath their own skin.
The springbok, in turn, know when the |xam die
and the places where it will happen, and can
make them ill by firing invisible sticks at them or
leading them ‘astray’ to lions and leopards
waiting in the bushes.
The hunters plant rows of feather brushes
(!xui-!xui) in the ground and attach them to
bushes. Others, including women and children,
wave them in the air to frighten and divert the
herd, driving the startled animals towards the
main hunters. When the springbok run among
the hunters they make easier targets for the
arrows. Other men lie on the ground in shallow
holes they have prepared for themselves,
smothered in the dust formed by hundreds of
hooves, or crouch concealed behind bush
screens, and shoot at the springbok as they
thunder past. The springbok divide ‘nicely’ after
the second-to-foremost animal is shot at; the
wounded animal runs to one side and the leading
springbok runs in another direction, further
confusing the following herd, who are already
startled by the sound the ‘good’ arrows make as
they fly past.
Pursuit is only one part of the hunt. The |xam
have beaten the bushes with sticks to summon
the wind, they have carefully prepared marked,
poisoned and barbed arrows, they wear charms
Above: Two she-springboks, a dassie, and
an annotated landscape. (|han!kass’o,
Iziko_SAMLB_D_!h024)
Opposite: Details of drawings by
|han!kass’o. (Iziko_SAMLB_D_!h011,
Iziko_SAMLB_D_!h021 and
Iziko_SAMLB_D_!h021)
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and bracelets smeared with the pungent intoxicating vegetable ‘ssho |oa’ and have
cut themselves above their eyes and on their arms to see and shoot more accurately.
The hunters call ‘!nana-an’ to the wounded animal asking it to lie down and die.
They have avoided sneezing and looking at the moon before the hunt lest its water
should cool the wounds they have made. An arrow finds purchase and the wounded

animal walks on, often for many miles across the bush, at times dragging the
wounded part of its body along the ground in an effort to dislodge the arrow. The
arrow has not penetrated its skin very deeply; it is the poison that slows the animal
down and eventually kills it. But shooting and poisoning are not an exact science,
despite the efficacy of the snake, grub and herb poisons used on the arrowheads.
The men follow the spoor of the dying animal as it weaves across the veld, waiting
for the poison to move through its flesh. This tracking takes the hunters deep into
the hunting ground, and some may not return home at all, having fallen prey to
the heat, the thirst, the wily game or the predators observing the hunt from the
nearby rocks and trees. One hunter becomes overcome and collapses in the heat of
the sun, assaulted by a great and perishing thirst. He throws up a cloud of dust into
the air so he can be spotted by the others in his party and rescued, so they can see
where he lies: ‘dying is that on account of which a person throws up earth’
(|han!kass’o, LL97: 7960v).
After the hunt and back at the encampment, respect rituals called ‘nanna-sse’ are
performed. The meat is shared and the bones are poured out and arranged in special
configurations called ‘|uhaiten’ opposite the entrance to the hut – the ‘|uhaiten’ is
addressed as ‘Heap of meat bones!’ (|han!kass’o, LL89: 7257v) – or interwoven into
the branches of the huts. Hunting dogs have also been part of the ceremonies,
treated by young girls with dirt from their knees mixed with spit, and fed food that
will strengthen their hearts. Sacred animals like the eland and hartebeest, created
and loved dearly by |kaggen, are treated to even more elaborate enactments after
they are shot: their spoor is not crossed, the animals are beaten with their own tail
and urinated on, and their dying staggering actions imitated.8 These hunting
theatricals exist for one purpose: to avoid the misfortune and starvation associated
with ‘missing the game’ or shooting ‘badly’. The man who shoots ‘well’ lives, while
the man who shoots ‘amiss’ dies of hunger (||kabbo, LL18: 1176v). The |xam refer
to the slow dying of starvation as ‘when we shoot our death, when we are going to
be ill’ (|han!kass’o, LL89: 7263v).
While searching for ostrich eggs and for herds to shoot at, the |xam encounter
the ostrich, ‘which is different’ (see ||kabbo, LL28: 1965–2040). In the early times,
the Ostrich was envied by the Lions for its melodious singing voice and murdered
so that they could eat its lungs and improve their roars – a voice now imitated by
the |xam in the calls of their ‘gebbi gu’ dance. In another instance, the Ostrich, a
person of the Early Race, was resurrected when its feather fell from the sky into the
water. Like its resilient ancestor, the male or ‘cock-ostrich’ (called ‘||khabbi-ssin’)
returns to life again after it dies, leavings its wife, the hen ostrich, to live only once.
When shot dead, the male ostrich lies on the ground ‘hardening’ itself, and when
recovered, it gets up and returns to its nest for its wives – to live one more time
(|han!kass’o, LL106: 8750v).
During the course of the day the |xam might pass by a troop of baboons, animals
which inhabit the rocky places nearby their own huts and encampments. Baboons
are a deceitful people who ‘sit on their heels’ and are ‘not like other things’. Like the
|xam, they use ‘ssho |oa’9 but only to foretell and ‘feel’ things like death and the
coming of danger. Baboons are gregarious, chattering folk: they clap and sing, mock
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and tease, have wives, ‘speak Bushman’, play games, imitate

sse, LL75: 6031–40): the |xam are able to summon the mist

the voices of the |xam, and laugh at them as they go by. But

as an aid to battle, their blood part of the landscape.

despite the baboons’ sociable natures, the |xam believe that

The hunting ground is not only home to the living.

these neighbours are not ‘good people’, and never respond

‘Apparitions’ of various kinds might appear: spirit people,

to their taunts and attempts at conversation, especially in

dead ‘!giten’, spirit animals like antelope, or mere shapes and

the early morning, or speak the baboon’s name out loud, for

misty forms perceived out on the plateaus – difficult to

fear of making the hunting ground ‘resemble a burnt place’

discern amid the haze of heat and dust or the grey before the

(Dia!kwain, LL73: 5902–10). More sinister is the baboon’s

rain. Spirit people are ancestors, still linked to the living

death-curse which ‘lives on’ in the hunter’s bow, affecting all

through the ‘part’ of themselves left behind – the part ‘with

of his fortunes, and possibly even his life, out on the hunting

which he still thinks of us’ (Dia!kwain, LL72: 5822v).

ground. This curse that lives in the bow is the baboon’s ‘eye

Dia!kwain sees an apparition while crossing over a salt pan

hollow’, its clouds of death. When the |xam kill a baboon

through the veld, returning home after burying his first wife.

they cut ‘baboon’s teeth’ marks on their bows to remove the

The apparition resembles his dead wife but is in the form of

curse of its death clouds – which are very much like the

a little child. The other mourners in the funeral party believe

clouds the |xam themselves make when they die (Dia!kwain,

that the apparition has appeared due to the actions of dead

LL73: 5911–16). Even the baboon’s internal organs, its

‘!giten’ or ‘angry people’. Dia!kwain feels that it is his dead

digestive system, resemble that of its human relations. But

wife’s ‘outer skin’ – the part that appears when ‘!giten’ take

despite these apparent commonalities, the feeling the

people away, and ‘a different kind of thing’ (Dia!kwain,

baboon has for the company of the |xam is tinged with an

LL72: 5822–3). On another occasion Dia!kwain’s brother-in-

element of poignancy. At night the voices of the baboons

law Mansse also sees the apparition of a child but it runs

can be heard resonating across the rocks and trees near the

away from him. Mansse looks closely and sees that it is not

|xam encampments: they are calling the ‘!gebbi gu’, singing

quite like a person – ‘it was a different looking, a different

along with the women as they did in the early days when

thing’ – but that the ‘other part of it resembled a person’

they taught its calls to the |xam – before they were cursed for

(Dia!kwain, LL72: 5830v). Dia!kwain and Mansse both walk

eating human flesh and forced to keep their own company.

on, leaving the apparitions alone – remnants of people left

The |xam have a connection to the land and to the

behind in an empty countryside dominated by death.

elements just as they are connected to the game within their

The lion, another creature of the spirit world, also has an

bodies. They are able to feel the coming of danger and bad

apparition that appears like an omen of disaster before the

weather, sense death and disaster, and foretell the future by

real lion does. Instantly recognisable by its distinctive lion-

means of beatings and sensations in their blood and under

eared shape, this apparition signifies the ‘coming’ of the

their skin. The approach of a Korana commando is foretold

lion, the ‘great hole’s thing’, the ‘thing whose head’s

in the appearance of an unusual cloud of mist in the veld, a

darkness (it) is … Therefore our mouth is black with fear,

presentiment of the bloodshed to come. The |xam people’s

with terror … (with) alarm’ (|han!kass’o, LL98: 8075v–6v,

blood smokes, making the cloud in which they fight their

8078v). Like ‘!giten’, who also inhabit the supernatural

enemies: ‘We make cloud our blood is smoking while it …

realm, lions are ‘angry’ people and the notion of a lion

feels that the mist is that in which the people are shooting

having an apparition enhances its menacing character. Lions

at us. Therefore, we make cloud, when the people have not

are ‘beasts of prey’ or ‘||khwe-||khwe-we’, a term also used for

(yet) come to us. Therefore, the people who know they will

‘!giten’, dead rainmakers and other spirit people – as well as

exclaim, they say: “War … a fight appears to be coming to us

all creatures that ‘walk upon hair’ and whose ‘thoughts talk’,

today” … Therefore (my) father was used to tell me (that) I

giving them great understanding and power, ‘For he is a

appeared to think (that) we experienced [?] did not … at the

beast of prey which goes by night; therefore he does things

time when war intended to come to us (that) our mist sat

that we know not’ (Dia!kwain, LL57: 4617v).

(there). The people fought us in the mist’ (Dia!kwain, LL65:

Bad omens can be seen everywhere in the landscape,

5199–205). In early times the same blood-mist had come to

even in its winds – the dog-howl of the night wind

the old man and the little hare at ‘the killing place’ (!gerri-

foretelling the approach of evil and misfortune, or in the
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blowing of the four winds (see |han!kass’o, LL76: 6096–101).

die. There is a ‘killed things’ wind and a wind for the man

The north wind, !khwe a tss’u!kussi sho, ‘murmurs gently’

‘who kills things’. The man’s wind is cloudy, black and cold,

and pleasantly ‘underneath’, bringing strong clouds, rain

and its gloomy clouds are called a ‘man’s liver’ (|han!kass’o,

and good hunting; the west wind, Wurri, the man’s wind or

LL103: 8459–65). The dead person’s wind blows away their

liver, turns back the rain clouds, bringing thirst and hunger;

footprints when they have gone into the spirit world,

the south wind, !khwe a tss’u ||kaie !khe, blows ‘above’,

‘blowing dust’: ‘The wind when we die, our (own) wind

taking up dust; and the east wind, !kaua, blows hard,

blows; for, we who are people we have wind; we make clouds

bringing a great cold which shuts the hungry people inside

our clouds (come out) when we die’ (Dia!kwain, LL64: 5147).

their huts, and blowing in hard gusts – perhaps because

The wind was once a man, and now flies about in the

|xannay |xannay is angry and does not hold together the

form of a bird inhabiting a hole in the mountains looking

sides of her kaross in which she hides the wind. She creates

down on the hunting ground. The son of the wind blows

a wind that ‘seemed to blow away the earth the bushes were

imitating his parents, who also blew in the early times –

struck shaken when the wind blew because she cried’

‘therefore, he is tied up in cloth ... His skin is that which we

(Dia!kwain, LL72: 5858). The angry wind’s cries summon

call cloth’ (|han!kass’o, LL83: 6694v). The wind ‘appears to

predators as well as threatening ‘jackal’ rain clouds.

be lying down’ when it blows strongly, buffeting the |xam

The wind foretelling death causes a deep and biting pain

about amid the swirling sand, accompanied by the noises

felt inside the body and mimics the weeping of the people:

that they call its ‘knee’ (|han!kass’o, LL83: 6706). The name

‘when one of my people was dying, my inside always ached

of the wind is never spoken without making the hut quite

when it was one of my people’ (Dia!kwain, LL64: 5146). A

secure, for fear of its being carried away in a cloud of dust.
The wind still lives in Bushmanland. ‘Smoke’s Man’ tells

Drawing by !nanni. (NLLB_D_!n156)

cold wind blows when game is killed but also when people
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|han!kass’o he has seen the wind while living with his

porcupine is difficult to catch. It is protected by the rain (‘the

master, Jacob Kotze, at a mountain near a place called

porcupine’s flesh is its legs, porcupine’s flesh does not

Haarfontein. ‘Therefore he threw a stone at the wind; while

resemble that of other things’) and it is able to perceive

he believed (it) to be a “!kuerre-!kuerre e” (a certain kind of

things that others cannot – it can tell when death is near it

bird). And the wind blew hard, on account of it’, causing

with its thinking strings and its fine faculties of smell and

‘Smoke’s Man’ to run and seek shelter from the violence of

hearing, the organs which it uses to walk about (Dia!kwain,

its blowing (|han!kass’o, LL83: 6715). The wind tells the

LL63: 5048). The porcupine is said to ‘know’ its time for

|xam everything they need to know about the coming rain,

returning – ‘the time which the Milky Way turns back upon’

the advance of the game and encroaching danger. ‘I must

(Dia!kwain, LL55: 4396) and ‘the time at which the day will

also feel the wind. The things which I must watch them, as

break’ (Dia!kwain, LL63: 5045) – and because the porcupine

(my) father thus spoke, he taught me about them; the things

is a creature of the Milky Way, all of the elements of the

which I must watch them’ (Dia!kwain, LL55: 4398–9).

night assist it in its cautious progress through the veld – the

!khwa – the rain – is a ‘great thing’ as are its creatures, its

wind, the stars and the moon.

‘meat’ and the water in all its forms. Like the rain bull !khwa-

The |xam creep up to the porcupine’s hole in the

ka xoro, the rain has a body: its legs are the rainwater that

moonlight – but on cloudy moonless nights the thorn

falls upon the ground, its navel a storm, its hair a cloud, its

bushes scratch and injure their bare legs. The hunters are

breath a gentle mist rolling across the plains. The rain’s meat

vigilant: the porcupine is able to make people fall asleep

is the puffadder, frog, porcupine, water tortoise, rain bull and

against their will while they wait watching for its return.

swallow. The swallow is feared – it goes about with rain

Young girls avoid saying the porcupine’s name for fear of its

clouds and is sent by ‘!giten’, which it resembles, to kill the

not leaving its hole, and also avoided are the places on its

|xam when they disrespect it. The rain’s bull and cow are

neck where the hail sits inside its flesh, for fear of the hail

male and female rains – led out by the rain-‘!giten’ in a

‘striking falling upon us kill us’ (Dia!kwain, LL55: 4387v). In

performance of rain magic or ‘!khwa ka tiken-tiken’

early times the brother of a disobedient maiden was

(Dia!kwain, LL64: 5079) across the hunting ground to the

transformed by the rain into the porcupine, and these neck

killing place, where the blood spilt on that ground assures

lumps are from where the Rain’s lightning struck the youth.

the falling of rain there. The rainwater can be gentle and

The Rain is also visible in the white part of the porcupine’s

beneficial, bringing new food, green things, herds of

tail called the ‘danger signal’ (!gwe), one of the ‘things’ that

animals; but it is also destructive and punishing, sending

the rain ‘seeks’ and ‘snatches at’ out on the hunting ground

poisonous snakes, hailstones, thunder and lightning which

(|han!kass’o, LL90: 7408v, 7409v) – the porcupine shares the

strikes the people out in the open veld and whirlwinds that

rain’s flesh. The |xam corner the porcupine or dig it out of its

carry people away or turn them into creatures like frogs or

hole and beat it to death with sticks – then they either cut it

trees, incapable of speech or movement, like the youths of

up and carry it home in sinew nets or roast and eat it nearby

the Early Race.

its hole out on the hunting ground, respectfully leaving the

It is sometimes necessary to hunt and eat the rain’s
creatures – when other food is scarce or when orphaned

plucked-out quills neatly there so that the wind does not
disperse them.

children are taught, through a ‘great story’, to pursue smaller

The rain brings death and its clouds are called ‘beasts of

animals and ‘seeking feed themselves’ (Dia!kwain, LL55:

prey’, like ‘!giten’ and lions, other agents of the spirit world.

4404). The porcupine is a creature of both the rain and the

The |xam resemble rain clouds when they die and the person

night. It travels about in the company of the bat and is

who dies is called the ‘person who rains’. The cleansing rain

feared for being ‘different’: a ‘kua kua ssi-kuiten’, or a thing

falls, washing away their footsteps as if they never existed. ‘A

that people ‘do not perceive’ (|han!kass’o, LL91: 7382). Like

person who rains (a person who dies, he is) the rain falls,

all magic animals, the porcupine is respected. Its flesh is

taking away his footsteps, so that his footsteps may no

carefully shared out and parts are studiously avoided

longer be there. The rain presently falling takes away his

(especially by young women and children); its bones and

footsteps, when we have just put him in (to his grave)’

quills are carefully placed away from the wind. The

(|han!kass’o, LL103: 8465–6). The breath or mist of the rain
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has magical and often dangerous properties. In the early

water; because food is not at the water’ (|han!kass’o, LL76:

times a discontented maiden is carried away and

6104–6). In these times of desperate thirst the people have

transformed into a snake by the enraged Rain. The maiden

far to travel to find food and water with little assurance of

is walking out on the hunting ground when she becomes

success, as they may be overcome by the sun which ‘has

encircled by a looming mist: ‘How is it that is a rain cloud

really destroyed’ and caused things to ‘fall down’

which floats along there it at first seemed to me to be a little

(|han!kass’o, LL92: 7524–5). ‘A drought is that on account of

waft of mist, whereas the cloud has become like a beast of

which the country waxes white; the bushes become dry …

prey’ (Dia!kwain, LL62: 5009–10). The transformation of this

Therefore the Bushmen become lean on account of it if the

gentle mist into a ‘killing’ rain is a constant threat in the

rain does not fall; and the springbok are not there on

open stillness of the hunting ground; like the other beasts of

account of it, the locusts are not there. And the locusts

prey it is a presence felt in the defenceless expanse.

vanish disappear. The springbok also vanish.’ The |xam are

Like all potent things associated with water and the rain,

forced to ‘drink’ from the gambro plant, which poisons and

the waterpit is a place of death and bewitchment, of

intoxicates them if they are not careful (|han!kass’o, LL91:

transformation and becoming, and an entrance to the spirit

7449–51). |han!kass’o’s grandparents almost died from

world. While the waterpit is a source of water, food and life

starvation in such a time of drought and the children had to

for all the |xam and the animals of the veld that drink there,

run the steenbok down in the sun until they collapsed from

strange things can be seen beneath its surface – dead

the heat, their parents being too weak to chase animals or

maidens transformed into flowers resembling stars and the

feed themselves.

dead ‘!giten’ whose hearts and powers go into the water

The night is a time for dreaming, for changing into other

when they die. In the waterpit the future can also be seen

forms, for snoring and healing, exorcising, for ghosts,

and the hammerkop bird is able to perceive the death of the

dancing, clapping, singing and storytelling: a time filled

|xam in its depths. Rain bulls live in the waterpit, waited for

with drama and magic, but also disquiet. The |xam fear the

there by the rain-‘!giten’, then led out with a thong to the

night, despite the securities offered by family, voices and

killing places, and lions and other predators crouch patiently

food cooking. It is the time of firelight, enhanced by the

in its reeds.10 The waterpit is a deeply resonant place, where

glow of the heavens, and in the fire moths sometimes

the history of the |xam is palpable in its every feature.

appear, foretelling the killing of game. The sky is deep and

Created in the early times by the Rain, punishing a new

threatening, an implacable inky blackness lit only by the

maiden for her disobedience, the karosses, bows and jackal’s

moon and stars, and every shadowy form is regarded with

tails, mats, arrows, bags and belongings of her people are the
plants and trees growing at its edges and the springbok
drinking there; and the maiden and her parents carried away
by the whirlwind into the water are the frogs that live there
Dia!kwain, detail. (Iziko_SAMLB_D_Di003)

now. The waterpit is a site rich in theatre: here the past
intersects with the future, the living with the dead, and the
natural world with the supernatural.
Despite the terrors of an angry rain, it is drought or ‘want’
of water, brought by the west wind, that truly threatens the
|xam, and the gritty dryness of the landscape permeates their
stories. ‘And we stand/are slaughtered by the sun; therefore
the children dip us water for us at the “pits”, on account of
it; while they feel that we stand are slaughtered by the sun;
while they wish that we may drink, we shall drink, when the
children bring us water; we shall drink; while we feel that we
are hungry. Therefore, we are not near the water because we
feel we are hungry. Therefore, we do not remain (?) near the
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Above: Drawings by Dia!kwain. (UCTLB_D_Di001 and UCTLB_D_Di004)
Opposite: Drawing by |han!kass’o. (UCTLB_D_|h003)

trepidation and anxiety. ‘The Flat folk fear them; they fear the trees great, for things
which angry they are which sleeping lie the trees. Therefore, the Flat folk must fear
the trees; as they fear the great trees’ (||kabbo, LL24: 1682–3). Predators may at any
moment emerge from the wings provided by the trees, rocks and undergrowth to
drag the |xam from their bush huts. The shining of the celestial bodies overhead
provides some comfort for the people huddled around their fires, but they keep the
embers alive throughout the night should the angry things come for them.
In early times the Moon was stabbed by the Sun, and it slowly died. However, a
little piece of the Moon was left alive, accounting for its ability to wax and wane, to
live and die again and again in the night sky. The Moon created light for the people
of the Early Race after their children threw it into the heavens, and this light
illuminates the hunting ground still. The |xam become part of the sky after they die.
They make clouds and are carried within the Moon’s body, and their ‘gall’ can be
perceived in its actions and appearance. ‘The moon is carrying people who are dead.
For ye are those who see that it lies in this manner, and it lies hollow because it is
killing itself by carrying people who are dead. This is why it lies hollow … for it is
a moon of badness’ (Dia!kwain, LL64: 5151–3).
The moon is also a good thing and associated with life; along with the stars it
possesses and controls the finding of food and the actions of animals. The |xam
name the stars in Orion’s Belt according to springbok-hunting – the stars and the
game are thought to travel together, the game imitating the movements of the stars
above them. The stars sing ‘tsau! tsau! Therefore the Bushmen are wont to say that
the stars curse for them the springbok’s eyes’ (|han!kass’o, LL103: 8449). The |xam
ask Sirius and Canopus for their ‘stars’ arms’ in hitting the springbok with their
Details of drawings by |han!kass’o
(UCTLB_W_|h002, UCTLB_W_|h003)
and Dia!kwain (UCTLB_D_Di007).

arrows, and the stars’ full hearts so they would not hunger. ‘Thou shalt give me thy
heart, with which thou art satisfied, thou shalt take my heart, my heart with which
I am desperately hungry. That I might also be filled, with thee. For, I hunger. For,
thou seemest to be filled; hence thou art large’ (|han!kass’o, LL103: 8454–5).
The night is also the time when the dead ‘!giten’ and the lions come, and
darkness is the lion’s shadow. The dead ‘!giten’ are the ‘spirit people’ (|nu-!k’e), and
in the dark they go out on magical expeditions in the form of beasts of prey, jackals
and other fearsome creatures; either to guard their living relations from the
attentions of other ‘!giten’, or to attack the sleeping |xam with their ‘harm’s things’.
These people are deeply feared. They carry people away, eat flies, locusts and dead
human flesh, bite and shoot handsome people with sickness and small sticks, ‘own
the bodies’ of nocturnal creatures and birds, and command locusts and locust birds,
as well as many other things that do not possess understanding.
The ‘|nu-!k’e’ exist within the fabric and the atmosphere of the veld. They are in
the cries of the animals, the chill of the wind and the rustle of the trees in the
darkness. They are those ‘who had been game’s sorcerers’ and their magic or
‘sorcery’s doings seemed like a person who always lives’ (Dia!kwain, LL60: 4801v),
their thoughts and power remaining with the living in their world. ‘All people
become spirit people when they die. My grandfather used to say … “Ye have uttered
for us the old people’s names as if the old people were not dead ... people, and they
come to harm us, on account of it; because, they do not possess their thinking
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A male porcupine drawn by |han!kass’o. (UCTLB_D_|h006)

strings (with which they understand). Therefore, they are wont to come and harm
us if we utter their name by night. And we dream about them, if we utter their name
by night”’ (|han!kass’o, LL101: 8310–12). The hammerkop bird flies past, telling the
|xam that one of their people has died, and this death is reflected in the night sky.
When ‘!giten’ die their hearts become stars and earthquakes occur at the moment
of their death. The stars, which are the sorcerer’s hearts, sometimes shoot past or fall
from the sky, vibrating down into the waterpits, sounding like falling rain.
The |xam ask the dead game-‘!giten’ for game and success on the hunting
ground: the killing of ‘stretched-out things’ or animals that ‘travel’ when wounded
and do not ‘act nicely’ (Dia!kwain, LL60: 4849v and 4812). Dia!kwain’s mother and
the other women beat their digging-stick stones (!kwe) on the ground while
praying to the ‘|nu-!k’e’, who possess and ‘charm’ animals with their ‘magical
doings’. ‘When we beat on the ground, we beg of the people who have game. That
is why we beat the ground for it is a prayer’ (Dia!kwain, LL60: 4811v). The people
complain that the ‘|nu-!k’e’ have sent them ‘lean’, ‘old’ and ‘ugly’ ostrich
(Dia!kwain, LL60: 4801–2), but an old woman advises them to eat the animal with
enthusiasm as they are being tested. If the people eat the lean meat, fat meat will
soon follow, but if the ‘|nu-!k’e’ are displeased ‘they will sit with their backs towards
us’ (Dia!kwain, LL60: 4816v) and hunger and death will be sent to the |xam instead
of plenty.
The landscape of the hunting ground is where things are seen and enacted in
dreams. Dreaming is foretelling, gaining understanding, and speaking to the dead.
In dreams things are ‘worked’ or conjured, and the rain and the game animals can
be commanded and controlled. In dreams the future and the past can be clearly
seen: the dead, the Early People, animal people, home and beloved relations far
away in another part of the countryside. Dreams are where the |xam experience the
‘talking’ of their thoughts. Their dreams are like presentiments, although
presentiments felt right inside the flesh also do not deceive and in fact might be
more accurate. ‘A dream is that which deceives, it is that which cheats; the “|kumm”
is that which speaks truly’ (||kabbo, LL34: 2532). Presentiments or ‘!gwe’ ,‘Bushman
letters’, are ‘quiverings’ or ‘tappings’ in the flesh that tell when strangers are
coming, which arrows not to use when meat will be caught, and where old wounds
lie (||kabbo, LL34: 2531–65). Dreamers, like |kaggen who creates things, the lion that
‘works’ things, or ||kabbo (‘Dream’) who remembers his home and the rain, are
visionaries who can perceive magic all around them, awake and asleep. ‘!giten’
dream – their dreams are where they walk about and see the future in their lionforms; in dreams they ‘put things’ into people, like their magic sticks and invisible
arrows.11 Merely saying their names has the power to bring these beings into
dreams, like aggressive intruders or unwanted guests. Likewise, dreams are where
the dead ‘come as a fighting party’ (|han!kass’o, LL101: 8311) to kill the |xam if
their names have been spoken.
All of the |xam dream – dreamers can see life, but more often in their dreams
they see death, and these evil omens have to be cleansed and removed for fear of
their harming the dreamer. Dia!kwain dreams of the death of his father. In his
dream his father lies dead in the heat of the sun, killed by a Boer for cutting up a
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Drawing by |han!kass’o. (UCTLB_D_|h008)
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stolen sheep. The wind is in the north and dust is covering

artery, or ‘great vein’ inside their backbone, lie back down

the sky when Dia!kwain sees his father, his eye ‘blinking’

after they have finished snoring. ‘He would be ill if the

(Dia!kwain, LL64: 5124), standing there dead before him.

people did not singing make the veins lie down for him. The

The dream speaks ‘just as if a person had spoken’ (Dia!kwain,

people must look out for his vertebral artery – for he would

LL64: 5121), bringing a premonition of terrible news: ‘I shall

become a lion, if the people did not singing make [to] lie

see a thing which my dream told me about. I shall see it.

down for him his vertebral artery … For the sorcerer would

Then you will see, although you did not agree with me,

do this if his veins did not lie down for him, he would grow

when I told you the dream, and what the dream did to me’

hair, he would become a beast of prey; then he would want

(Dia!kwain, LL64: 5125–6). Dia!kwain later hears that his

to bite people’ (Dia!kwain, LL52: 4126–8). Like the elements

father has died. The springbok run before his father’s wind,

and many of the wild animals of the veld, these ‘!giten’ –

the wind following them as they move away quickly

alive and dead – are ‘different’ things and their blood is so

through the rain past the hut where he lies dead.

powerful and charged with ‘!gi’ that it can protect from

The world of the dead, including many of the actions of

harm and even teach people to perceive and use magic.

‘!giten’, is with the living |xam at all times, in their waking

The hunting ground that emerges in the |xam narratives

and sleeping lives. These spirit states and alternative

is both a landscape and a stage, a theatre of death and a

dimensions are not merely experienced by ‘!giten’: ordinary

danse macabre, where a great and epic tragedy is enacted by

people are also aware of the presence of the Early Race, their

all of its inhabitants from sunrise to sunset through the ages.

dead relations and other frightening beings that walk about

This hunting ground is owned by the |xam, from its animals

alongside them in the veld, as well as the harmful and evil

and waterholes to its rain, the rain bull led at the end of a

things that enter into their bodies and have to be removed.

thong by the rainmakers. While the narratives depict the

‘!giten’ are the healers or ‘doctors’ of the |xam community.

common and spiritual performances of the living |xam

They perform curing rituals in which the afflicted are

people, their hunting ground ultimately provides a backdrop

‘snored’ and the illness is extracted and ‘sneezed’ out by the

against which the death, enslavement, dispersion and

‘!gixa’ – this illness is usually the result of possession by spirit

eventual extinction of their people and their ways play out –

people in the form of butterflies, lions and invisible sticks

their only surviving presence to be found on the pages of

and arrows. Sneezing causes the ‘!gixa’ to experience a

Bleek and Lloyd’s notebooks and the drawings, paintings,

violent nosebleed, and the blood is afterwards smeared on

photographs and words recorded and captured before the

the body of the ill person.

|xam left Mowbray to return to their own country, leaving

Snoring is exhausting and dangerous work for the ‘!gixa’,
and the |xam sing and dance to make the ‘!gixa’s’ vertebral

behind fragments and moments of their lives and histories
as a memento mori that tantalises but also saddens.

notes
had never meant a thing so it should be no

still ontologically fluid and [in] a certain state of

Bantu Studies 5: ‘The dividing line between

surprise that the behaviour expected of the

inchoate amorphousness’ and where beings were

mankind and the animal world is never very

beasts of prey, the scavengers, the herbivores and

still ‘beings’ rather than animals or humans in

deep with the little hunters’ (1931: 179). Neil

the insects was negotiable’ (Bennun 2004: 17). In

which ‘animal and human traits co-mingled’.

Bennun makes some interesting points about

addition the |xam ‘did not necessarily think of

This primal time is occasionally disrupted by

|xam notions of time and ‘mythical history’

time as a series of successive events’ and they

historical time and legend (Guenther 2002: 92).

where myth, characterised by the more

could access the past in their environment,

Guenther goes on to say that the Early Race

fantastical, cojoins with actual ‘real’ history of

nature, and through reaching the dead (Bennun

myths demonstrate ‘the kindredness of humans

existing people and ‘seeps into personal history.

2004: 52), an environment and a past that was

and animals’ or a sharing of essences, expressed

The ancient past is populated by people from the

remembered ‘out of time’ (Bennun 2004: 302).

through ‘trance-state animal transformation’

present and recent history is described in the

‘This mythic past was not necessarily an ancient

language of myth’ (Bennun 2004: 7). Bennun

past … The |xam people conflated time and place

makes the point that ‘opposites’ and ‘absolutes’

and landscape defined by their culture’ (Bennun

astronomer Johann Carl Friedrich Zöllner, spoke

as we know them were not in existence for the

2004: 305). Mathias Guenther describes the past

of a fourth dimension or hyperspace in which

|xam until Europeans brought these concepts to

in shared San storytelling traditions as a mythic

ghosts were likely to dwell alongside the living –

them: ‘the very notions of ‘animal’ and ‘human’

or ‘primal’ past where all ‘beings and states were

who just possessed more dense ‘matter’ which

1 As Dorothea Bleek put it in her ‘Editor’s Notes’ to
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(Guenther 2002: 99).
2 Some nineteenth-century spiritualists, such as the

made them easier to see (Ruckner 1984: 53).
3 Bleek and Lloyd use this term for the supernatural

present (Dening 1996: xiv).
7 Dorothea Bleek sums up the spirit of the

tomentosum or ‘old man’s beard’, also called
‘rooivergeet’ or ‘kleefgras’, and bases his

behaviour of certain animals, usually associated

narratives when she notes that animals, the

identification on ||kabbo’s descriptions. Galium

with ‘!giten’ and spirit people.

elements and the celestial bodies embodied the

tomentosum has medicinal uses among the Nama

|xam notion of the heroic protagonist rather

and the name ‘rooivergeet’ suggests that it may

as resource, Tim Ingold comments on ‘the idea

than a ‘human’ hero. This, Bleek thought, was

have properties of intoxication (Hollmann 2004:

that environment, far from being seen as a

because these non-human beings loomed so

passive container for resources which are there

‘large in their sight’. The small groups of |xam

in abundance for the taking, is saturated with

were scattered and overwhelmed in a largely

was where the ‘people and the dangerous

personal powers of one kind or another. It is

empty country, dominated by nature (Bleek

animals of the hunting ground met, sometimes

alive. And hunter-gatherers, if they are to

1929: 310).

with frightening or tragic results’ (1996: 125); it

4 In relation to this notion of the hunting ground

278).
10 According to David Lewis-Williams, the waterpit

8 John Parkington offers the following explanation

was also the S through which shamans in trance

relationships with these powers’ (quoted in

for some of ‘the behaviours specified for the

accessed supernatural dimensions and interacted

James 2001: 190).

hunter after his arrows successfully pierces the

with the dead and with other ‘!giten’ (Lewis-

5 See Patricia Vinnicombe’s chapter ‘Dance, Mime

eland’, which he says are ‘designed to offset the

Williams 1996: 135). Anne Solomon identifies

and Music’ for her comments on the imitation

protective responses of the creator’ which might

the waterpit and underwater, as described by the

of animal life in the dances of the Kalahari San,

be ‘a displaced reflection of the hunter’s guilt or

Bleek and Lloyd informants, as being a ‘more

where the animal world represents social order

remorse on the death of the stately eland’

general symbol of death … not only to the

expressed metaphorically (1976: 307).

(Parkington 1996: 286). The |xam narratives set

death of trance’ (Dowson and Lewis-Williams

up a ‘competitive relationship’ between |kaggen,

1994: 354) and ‘the dwelling place of death and

history – evident in the daily enactments of |xam

the ‘creator’, and the |xam hunter (Parkington

the dead’ (essay in this book). For the San,

life as well as in their landscape – is well

1996: 284).

waterpits were also symbols of life, ascent and

survive and to prosper, have to maintain

6 The performative, and transformative, nature of

described by Greg Dening. The history of a

9 ‘Ssho |oa’ is described by Dorothea Bleek as being

descent, and a ‘bridge’ between the San world

culture is preserved and delivered through its

a plant ‘with a red top and long roots which

and what lay beneath; dangerous and

ceremonies and institutions (Dening 1996: 51), a

grows in sand, in or near dry river beds; it is

‘particularly associated with women’, who were

theatricality ‘deep in every cultural action’

used as a medicine or charm’ (quoted in

also associated with death (Dowson and Lewis-

(Dening 1996: 109). The conventions, or types of

Hollmann 2004: 13). Bleek also spells it ‘so-|oa’

performances, of history are what constitute its

in A Bushman dictionary and quotes the

theatre (Dening 1996: 49) and the past – in the

following by way of a definition: ‘He takes out

description of the nature and appearance of the

case of the |xam their early times – ‘happened in

[so-|oa] with which he works upon the other,

dream. See p. 9260 of the Lloyd notebooks in

a totally particular way in time and space’

then he brings to life the other with it’. She goes

the Digital Bleek and Lloyd, where the dream is

(Dening 1996: xv). The |xam people’s various

on to say that the plant grows out of the stem of

described as having a little house, as wearing

performances on their hunting ground can be

the ‘hakdoorn’ bush (Bleek 1956: 182). Jeremy

clothes and a little apron, and as a dead person

viewed as ‘presentations’ of this past within their

Hollmann ‘tentatively’ identifies it as Galium

who says ‘Naaaa’.

Williams 1994: 355).
11 The !kun narratives feature an excellent
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